FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Worldwide, and especially Boone and Blowing Rock North Carolina!
The Geeks at Work & Computer Tamers will be giving away a top-of-the-line laptop to
the winner of their Spring Laptop Give-Away. Included with the laptop is the Geeks at Work &
Computer Tamers Signature CareTM.
Jaison Stein of the Geeks at Work & Computer Tamers states, “Signature CareTM is our
special and unique service package, that includes setup, tuning, copying data, if needed, and
training along with a total warranty on service for 60 days attached to the laptop’s
manufacturer’s warranty.” Jaison continues, “This is a small way of giving back to the
community that has been so good to us over the years.” The total value of the laptop is more
than $900, and the winner will be announced on WATA AM Radio and Ray’s Weather, the first
week of April 2017. Jaison explains further, “We made it easy to enter the contest. Just send us
an essay between 25 words and 100 words, telling us why you, or someone you know, deserves
to win. We need your essays to also have your name, physical address, phone number and
email address so we can contact you if your essay is selected by our judges. You can also stop
into our store for an official entry form, it’s setup to help you complete the process. By the way,
our judges are objective people in the community.”
The Geeks at Work & Computer Tamers will accept entries, either via USPS mail, email,
or hand delivered in person, at the Geeks at Work & Computer Tamers’ service center address

of 178 Southgate Drive, Suite 13, Boone, North Carolina 28607. Of course, the Geeks and
Tamers will only allow one entry per individual and the decision of the judges will be final.
All questions, should be directed to Jaison Stein at his phone number 828-262-3359 or
email him Jaison@tamers.biz. The Geeks and tamers are in the plaza to the right of the Boone
Walmart, the same one with Coyote Kitchen and Smokes and More, next to Community One
Bank.
Jaison encourages “everyone should spread the word, so we get many essays to choose
from, and get this new laptop to a deserving individual. We want to celebrate the arrival of
Spring with giving a worthy individual a brand new high quality laptop”, Jaison further states,
“It’s a digital world; we make it easy for everyone!” The Geeks at Work and Computer Tamers
is the premier computer and technology service company, a family business since 1999,
innovative, quick (they know emergencies happen, and they respond to them), they are
reliable, knowledgeable, and affordable; offering value always with a warranty.
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